V International Nutrition SIOP-PODC Workshop in Children with Cancer

II SOBOPE Nutrition Symposium

(November 17 and 18th 2016)

Day 1

9:30-9:50 Opening: SOBOPE Nutrition Committee and SIOP-PODC Nutrition Committee

Nivaldo Pinho, Priscila dos Santos Maia Lemos, Wanelia Vieira Afonso, Karina Viani, Elena Ladas and Brijesh Arora

9:50-10:20 Conference: Micronutrients in Pediatric Oncology

Speaker: Vanessa Oliveira – ITACI – Sao Paulo

10:20-10:30 Comments: Elena Ladas – USA

10:30-10:50 Break

10:50-12:20 Round Table: Nutritional screening and assessment

Moderator: Karina Viani – ITACI – Sao Paulo

- Theme: Nutrition screening tool for Pediatric Oncology - SCAN

Speaker: Juliana Nabarrete – Hospital Israelita Albert Einstein – Sao Paulo

- Theme: Objective and subjective nutritional assessment: advantadges and disadvantages

Speaker: Luciane Bleiter - Hospital de Clínicas de Porto Alegre – Rio Grande do Sul (South)

Theme: New parameters and perspectives for early malnutrition diagnosis

Speaker: Roberta Lucena Ferreti – Hospital Universitário de Taubaté - Sao Paulo

Theme: Brazilian Inquiry on Nutrition and Oncology – A multicenter proposal

Speaker: Patricia Padilha – Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro
Discussion: Danúbia Saraiva and Wanelia Vieira Afonso – Instituto Nacional do Câncer (NCI) – Rio de Janeiro

12:20-12:30 Comments: Ronald Barr – Canadá

12:30-14:00 Lunch

14:50-15:20 Conference: Use of probiotics in pediatric oncology patients
Speaker: Elena Ladas – USA

15:20-15:40 Break

15:40-17:00 Round Table: Late Effects
Moderator: Wanelia Vieira Afonso – Instituto Nacional do Câncer (NCI) – Rio de Janeiro
Theme: Nutritional assistance to survivors
Speaker: Mariana Murra – Barretos – Sao Paulo
Theme: Nutritional status at diagnosis: marker for future obesity in survivors
Speaker: Julia Ferrari – UNIFESP – Sao Paulo
Theme: Cancer survivors: India’s experience
Speaker: Brijesh Arora – India
Discussion: Dr Maria José Bastelaro – Boldrini - Sao Paulo and Monica Cypriano – GRAACC – Sao Paulo
Comments: Paulo and Ronald Barr – Canada
Day 2

9:30-10:00 Conference: Quality of life in children with cancer

Speaker: Ronal Barr – Canada

10:00-10:30 Oral presentations (Nutrition)

10:30-10:50 Break

10:50-12:20 Roud table: Nutrition Therapy

Moderator: Luciane Bleiter - Hospital de Clinicas de Porto Alegre – Rio Grande do Sul (South)

- Theme: Nutrition Therapy on non critical patients

Speaker: Rafaella – Recife, Pernambuco (or dietitian that works with Dr Teresa in Bahia)

- Theme: Nutrition Therapy on critical patients

Speaker: Nayara Magri – GRAACC – Sao Paulo

Theme: Nutrition Therapy on HSCT patients

Speaker: Rafaella Chuissini – INCA (NCI) – Rio de Janeiro

Discussion: Fernanda Luisa Ceragiolli – UNIFESP – Sao Paulo and Dra Teresa – Bahia

12:20-12:30 Comments: Brijesh Arora – India

12:30-14:00 Lunch

14:50-15:20 Conference: Gastronomy

Speaker: Fernanda Rodrigues Alves – Hospital Samaritano – Sao Paulo
15:20-15:40 Break

15:40-17:00 Round Table: Surgical patients and NPO abbreviation

Moderator: Priscila dos Santos Maia Lemos – GRAACC – Sao Paulo

Theme: Pre surgery NPO

Speaker: Dr Ana – NCI – Rio de Janeiro

Theme: Post operatory refeeding

Speaker: Dr. Ricardo

Theme: Importance of pre and post surgery Nutrition

Speaker: Aguilar

Discussion: Dr Fernada Luisa Ceragiolli – UNIFESP - Sao Paulo and Dr Simone Abib – UNIFESP – Sao Paulo

Comments: Wanelia Afonso – INCA Rio de Janeiro